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Abstract 
At the interface between complex insulating oxides, novel phases with interesting 
properties may occur, such as the metallic state reported in the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 system [1]. 
While this state has been predicted [2] and reported [3,4] to be confined at the interface, some 
works indicate a much broader spatial extension [5], thereby questioning its origin. Here we 
provide for the first time a direct determination of the carrier density profile of this system 
through resistance profile mappings collected in cross-section LaAlO3/SrTiO3 samples with a 
conducting-tip atomic force microscope (CT-AFM). We find that, depending upon specific 
growth protocols, the spatial extension of the high-mobility electron gas can be varied from 
hundreds of microns into SrTiO3 to a few nanometers next to the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface. 
Our results emphasize the potential of CT-AFM as a novel tool to characterize complex oxide 
interfaces and provide us with a definitive and conclusive way to reconcile the body of 
experimental data in this system 
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Due to the richness of their intrinsic properties oxide materials can bring novel 
functionalities to electronics. Among all oxides, SrTiO3 (STO) is particularly appealing 
because of its multifunctional character. It is a wide band gap semiconductor (3.2 eV) that 
becomes a high mobility metal [6] or even superconducting [7] upon oxygen vacancy doping. 
Stoichiometric STO is also at the fringe of ferroelectricity and its large dielectric permittivity, 
tunability and low microwave loss, makes it a good candidate for tunable microwave devices 
[8].  
The potential of oxides is further enlarged by the fascinating properties of their 
interfaces, epitomized by the observation of ferromagnetism at the interface between two 
antiferromagnets [9] or of the quantum Hall effect in two-dimensional (2D) ZnO-based 
structures [10]. Recently, an electron gas with high electron mobility at low temperature (in 
the 104 cm2/Vs range) has been reported in heterostructures combining STO with LaAlO3 
(LAO), another band insulator [1]. Since its discovery by Ohtomo and Hwang [1], this 
unusual metallic state has been the object of many studies [2,3,4,5,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18]. 
Recent results include a two-dimensional superconducting behaviour at the LAO/STO 
interface below 200 mK [19], and indications of a ferromagnetic state below ~1K [20].  
The arguments invoked to explain the metallic state observed in such LAO/STO 
samples have been dual. A first interpretation relies on the transfer of a ½ e charge per unit 
cell at the interface, because of the polar discontinuity between positively charged LaO and 
neutral TiO2 sub-planes [11]. In this picture a sheet carrier density nsheet ≈ 3.3 10
14 cm-2 is 
expected. However, in many cases the reported values of nsheet exceed this density by orders of 
magnitude [1,5,17]. This leads to another interpretation relying on the creation of oxygen 
vacancies in the STO substrate during the growth of the LAO film, which dopes the STO with 
electrons and makes it a high-mobility metal, as is well-known to occur in oxygen-deficient 
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bulk STO [6]. In this case, the thickness of the metallic region may be very large as oxygen 
vacancies can diffuse very rapidly over large distances in STO [21]. 
Efforts have been directed at the determination of the spatial distribution of the 
delocalized carriers in these conducting LAO/STO structures. Atomic-scale electron energy 
loss spectroscopy (EELS) studies have shown that there is a nanometric region confined next 
to the interface where a fraction of Ti with mixed 3+/4+ valence exists, indicating that some 
charge is transferred across the interface [11,22,23]. Nevertheless such measurements do not 
provide information on the localized or mobile nature of the generated charge and cannot 
detect the very low doping levels required for high mobility in STO [5,11,22]. Alternatively, 
Reyren et al. have recently demonstrated two-dimensional superconductivity at the LAO/STO 
interface, and estimated the conducting thickness to be at most around 10 nm at low 
temperature for samples deposited at 6 10-5 mbar and annealed in 400 mbar of oxygen [19] . 
In contrast, Herranz et al. have deduced a thickness of ~500 µm from the analysis of 
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations in LAO/STO samples grown at low pressure (10-6 mbar, no 
annealing) [5]. However, in spite of the critical importance of determining the distribution of 
carriers in such structures [24], there have been no direct measurements of the thickness and 
local carrier density of the metallic region in LAO/STO samples. 
In the present work we have addressed this issue by probing the local resistance of 
LAO/STO samples using a conducting-tip atomic force microscope (CT-AFM) in cross-
section geometry. Through a specific calibration procedure using doped SrTiO3 single 
crystals, we are able not only to map out the local resistance but also to measure the spatial 
distribution of the charge carrier density, with a resolution of a few nm. We apply the 
technique to samples grown and annealed in different conditions and provide for the first time 
a direct evaluation of the thickness and carrier density of the interfacial metallic gas at the 
LAO/STO interface.  
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Two different LAO films were grown at an oxygen pressure PO2 ≤ 10-5 mbar and a 
temperature T = 750 ºC by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on TiO2-terminated STO substrates. 
The growth was monitored by RHEED and intensity oscillations were consistently observed 
(see Figure 1c). A first LAO film of thickness 200 nm was grown at PO2 = 10
-5 mbar and 
cooled down to room temperature at the same low pressure (from now on we refer to this 
sample as ‘non-annealed’). A second epitaxial LAO film with thickness ≈ 2 nm (5 u.c.) was 
grown at PO2 = 10
-6 mbar, and cooled down from 750°C to room temperature at PO2 = 300 
mbar (we refer to this sample as ‘in-situ annealed’). For this latter sample, a 200 nm-thick 
amorphous LAO layer was finally deposited on top of the epitaxial LAO layer at room 
temperature in order to track down easily the LAO/STO interface in the CT-AFM 
experiments.  
The samples were characterized by  high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 
(HRTEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Details on the 
microstructure of ‘non-annealed’ films can be found in Ref. [14,22,23]. As visible from the 
HRTEM image shown in Figure 1a, in the ‘in-situ annealed’ the LAO film is epitaxial and 
fully strained. The LAO/STO interface appears sharp from HRTEM (Fig.1a) and the surface 
forms flat terraces separated by one-unit-cell-high steps (Fig. 1b).  
The macroscopic transport properties of the samples were first measured in standard 
four-probe geometry as described in Ref. [5]. Subsequently, LAO/STO cross-sectional 
samples were prepared as described in the Methods (see Fig. 2 for a sketch of the 
experiment). Resistance (RCT-AFM) mapping profiles of cross-section samples were directly 
collected with CT-AFM at room temperature. In these experiments, the morphology and the 
resistance between the bottom electrode and the tip were mapped simultaneously by scanning 
the cross-sections with the AFM tip approximately parallel to the interface at a scanning 
frequency of 3 Hz.  
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We first discuss the properties of the ‘non-annealed’ sample. As visible from Figure 
3a, four-probe resistance measurements indicate that this sample is metallic over the whole 
range of temperatures with low-temperature sheet resistance Rsheet,4K ≈ 10
-3 Ω and mobility 
µ4K ≈ 2260 cm2V-1s-1. The sheet carrier density is nsheet,4K ≈ 5 1017 cm-2  at low temperature and 
nsheet,300K ≈ 3 10
17 cm-2 at room temperature. These values are comparable with those reported 
elsewhere for samples grown in similar conditions [1,5,12,17]. CT-AFM measurements for 
this sample are shown in Fig. 3b. We observe that the resistance close to the LAO/STO 
interface is in the 106 Ω range and increases over a region of width ~1-2 µm up to a saturation 
value of about 5 1010 Ω, and then stays at this value away from the interface. Indeed, 3×3 µm² 
scans RCT-AFM mappings measured at different distances from the interface (see inset of Fig. 
5b) demonstrate that the STO substrate is conducting (RCT-AFM ≈ 5 10
10 Ω) up to the backside 
(~500 µm away from the interface) for the ‘non-annealed’ sample. This is in agreement with 
the conclusions drawn from our previous magnetotransport experiments in high magnetic 
fields for similar ‘non-annealed’ samples [5]. Thus, our CT-AFM measurements indicate that 
one can picture the ‘non-annealed’ LAO/STO structures as consisting of two conductive 
regions in parallel. One region is the bulk STO substrate, that becomes rapidly conducting 
when growth proceeds at low pressure, consistent with the high diffusion coefficients for 
oxygen vacancies in STO [21]. The other region is the interface whose resistance is lower 
than that of the bulk by about four orders of magnitude.  
In order to get rid of the oxygen vacancies and isolate this interface conduction, we 
have followed the protocol indicated by Thiel et al. [4], and grown an ‘in-situ annealed’ 
sample. As visible from Fig. 4a, four-probe transport measurements indicate that this sample 
is also metallic, but with a much higher sheet resistance Rsheet,4K ≈ 10
2 Ω. The low-
temperature mobility µ4K ≈ 650 cm2V-1s-1, sheet carrier density nsheet,4K ≈ 3 1013cm-2 and 
room-temperature sheet carrier density nsheet,300K= 5 10
14 cm-2 are in the range of those 
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reported for samples grown in similar conditions [3,4,19]. While the macroscopic transport 
properties of the ‘in-situ annealed’ and ‘non-annealed’ samples are somehow quite similar 
(metallic behaviour, high-mobility at low-temperature), CT-AFM experiments draw the veil 
onto the fundamental differences in their local transport properties. As shown in Fig. 4b, the 
CT-AFM mappings on the ‘in-situ annealed’ sample indicate that the bulk of the substrate is 
now insulating (RCT-AFM > 10
12 Ω), in strong contrast with the behaviour found for the ‘non-
annealed’ sample (Fig. 3b). Even more striking is the presence of an extremely narrow highly 
conducting region (RCT-AFM ≈ 6 10
5 Ω) just at the LAO/STO interface. To disclose the 
transport properties of the interface at the nanometre scale, we show a high-resolution image 
in Fig. 4c and plot the resistance profile across the interface in Fig. 4d. The thickness of the 
metallic gas is found to be only 7 nm, i.e. conduction is really confined at the interface. 
Taking into account that the signal is convoluted by the AFM tip we can consider this value as 
an upper limit of the metallic gas extension.  
In order to get insight not only on the local resistance but also on the local carrier 
density from the CT-AFM data, we have setup a calibration procedure to obtain a direct 
correspondence between the carrier concentration and the CT-AFM resistance. We have first 
measured the carrier density and the mobility of Nb-doped STO single crystals at room 
temperature and prepared cross-section samples using the same preparation process as for 
LAO/STO samples. We note that the room temperature mobility does not vary significantly in 
the doping range considered (µ300K ≈ 1– 5 cm2/Vs), which allows a direct conversion of RCT-
AFM into n. As visible from Figure 5a, a systematic variation of n with RCT-AFM is obtained and 
all the data fall on the same line. The addition in this Figure of the data point corresponding to 
the ‘non-annealed’ sample (open circle) indicates that the sample preparation and 
measurement procedures do not depend on the dopant type (Nb ions or oxygen vacancies). 
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Equipped with this calibration, we can now extract the carrier density profile across 
the interface from the RCT-AFM mappings shown in Figs. 3b and 4b (see Fig. 5b). In the ‘non-
annealed’ sample, the carrier density varies from 2 1021 cm-3 close to the interface to about 5 
1018 cm-3 far from the interface. From the value of nsheet,300K, we then deduce that the thickness 
of the metallic gas in this sample is about 600 µm, consistent with the mappings collected 
hundreds of microns from the interface (see inset). This calibration procedure also allows the 
determination of the carrier density just at the interface in the ‘in-situ annealed’ sample, ~7 
1021 cm-3. Similarly, using the value of nshee,t300K determined previously we can give an 
estimate of the metallic gas thickness. This yield the remarkable value of 1 nm.  
What is the origin of this interfacial metallic gas ? While for the ‘in-situ annealed’ 
sample, oxygen vacancies can in principle be ruled out, one may invoke slight La-doping at 
the interface driven by inter-diffusion [25] or charge transfer due to electronic reconstruction 
at the heteropolar LAO/STO interface as proposed by Hwang et al [1,11]. In this latter 
hypothesis, as previously mentioned, a charge density nsheet=3 10
14 cm-2 should be present, 
which is close to the value we obtain (5 1014 cm-2 at room temperature). Also, the spatial 
extension of the metallic gas within this picture, as calculated by Siemons et al [12], is 
compatible with our results.  
In summary, we have developed a method based on conductive-tip atomic force 
microscopy in cross-sectional samples to map the spatial distribution of charge carriers in 
complex heterostructures. We have then used this technique to measure the extension of the 
high-mobility electron gas reported at the interface between LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 and the local 
carrier density. Our results reveal that both interface conduction and bulk conduction due to 
oxygen vacancies can occur depending on the growth and annealing process. More 
importantly, the experiments provide direct evidence for the presence of a metallic electron 
gas with a carrier density around 1021 cm-3 confined at room temperature within a few nm 
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next to the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface in annealed samples. Both the gas extension and the 
carrier density are compatible with a mechanism based on charge transfer as the origin of this 
metallic state. 
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METHODS 
 
GROWTH DEPOSITION OF LAO/STO STRUCTURE 
LAO thin films were grown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) using a frequency-
tripled (λ =355 nm) Nd: yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) laser on TiO2-terminated STO 
substrates [Surfacenet Gmbh] with growth oxygen pressures PO2 ≤ 10-5 mbar at a deposition 
temperature of T = 750 ºC. The laser pulse rate was fixed at 2.5 Hz, and the target–substrate 
distance was 55 mm, resulting in a growth rate of about 0.5 Å/s.  
 
SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR CT-AFM CHARATERIZATION OF LAO/STO 
STRUCTURES 
Prior to CT-AFM measurements, the interface was contacted with Al/Au through the 
LAO layer by locally etching the LAO with accelerated Ar ions down to the interface, in a 
chamber equipped with a secondary ion mass spectroscopy detection system [5].  
The CT-AFM is based on a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III multimode AFM, 
which was modified by Houzé et al. to perform local resistance measurements in the range of 
100 to 1012 ohms with 5% accuracy under a bias voltage ranging from 0.1 to 10 V [26]. The 
LAO/STO cross-sectional samples for measurements of the local resistance with CT-AFM 
were cut through the contacts described above and glued together front-to-front (as for a TEM 
cross section) so that the contacts remained usable. The lateral surface to be studied was then 
subjected to a mechanical polishing with diamond coated disks, of grain size decreasing 
progressively to 0.5 µm, followed by a short finish using colloidal silica of 20-nm grain size. 
An Al/Au contact was then connected using silver paste to act as the electrode complementary 
to the CrPt-coated tip of the CT-AFM (see Fig. 2). The CT-AFM images were acquired with a 
bias voltage Vbias = –1 V between tip (grounded) and sample. In the resistance mappings 
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obtained from CT-AFM, dark red corresponds to a local resistance of 105 Ω, whereas pink is 
1012 Ω, which is the highest resistance value limited by instrumental current sensitivity.  
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
 
Figure 1. Structural and morphological characterization of LAO/STO structures.  
HRTEM (a) and AFM (b) image of the 5 unit-cell LAO film grown on STO (‘in-situ 
annealed’ sample). (c) Typical RHEED oscillations for LAO films grown on STO at 10-6 
mbar at 750°C. 
 
Figure 2. Sketch of the CT-AFM experiment.  
As the tip is swept across the interface, the surface topography and the local resistance are 
mapped simultaneously. The AFM image is that of the ‘non-annealed’ sample. 
 
Figure 3. ‘Non-annealed’ LAO/STO interface 
(a) Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance Rsheet and (b) CT-AFM resistance 
mapping.  
 
Figure 4. ‘In-situ annealed’ LAO/STO interface 
(a) Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance Rsheet . (b) CT-AFM resistance mapping. 
(c) Close-up of the RCT-AFM mapping around the interface. (d) Resistance profile across the 
LAO/STO interface extracted from (c). 
 
Figure 5. Nano-scale CT-AFM characterization of carrier distribution across 
LAO/STO interfaces 
(a) Plot of the carrier density n versus RCT-AFM measured on STO substrates doped with 
different concentrations of Nb ions (closed squares). The open circle denotes the n-RCT-AFM 
data from the ‘non-annealed’ STO substrate. (b) Resistance and equivalent carrier density 
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profiles for the ‘non-annealed’ (blue) and ‘in-situ annealed’ (red) interfaces. The n-profiles 
are extracted using the calibration data displayed in (a). The inset is a CT-AFM image of the 
‘non-annealed’ sample collected ~500 µm away from the interface. 
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Fig. 1 
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Fig. 3 
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Fig. 5 
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